SMARTCYCLE™

Automates the task of choosing the correct ware cycle and reduces reliance on your dishmachine operator

The Best Results at the Lowest Total Cost

- The machine automatically adjusts the wash cycle based on the type of wares in the rack.
- SMARTCYCLE™ enables the optimal use of water, energy and chemistry to achieve superior results.
- High-pressure rinse technology reduces water and energy up to 50%

EHT and EHT-V.
The all-new, high-temperature dishmachine from Ecolab.
Best results with lowest total cost. Less reliance on the operator through integration of machine, chemical, and automated machine procedures.

EHT + SMARTPOWER™ + SMARTCYCLE™

Automated Procedures  Market-Leading Utilities  Reporting  Custom Cycles  Ventless Option

Contact your Ecolab Representative or call 1 800 35 CLEAN for more information.
The SMARTCYCLE™ system integrates machine, chemical, and automated machine procedures for the **Best Results** at the **Lowest Total Cost**.

### RACK ORDERING INFORMATION

**Open Racks – Silverware & Bowls**
- High Wall Racks w/ 8 Rows
  - Peg Height 2-1/2" - Spacing 2"
  - 92951000 (RFK SMTCY5020M PEG HWBRN)
  - 92951001 (RFK SMTCY5020M PEG HWBGE)

**Open Racks – Silverware & Bowls**
- High Wall Internal Height 3 - 5/8"
  - 92931006 (RFK SMTCY6411-M 1HWBRN 3-5/8)
  - 92931007 (RFK SMTCY6411-M 1HWBGE 3-5/8)

**Open Racks – Bowl/Cup**
- High Wall Racks for Bowls & Cups
  - 92911003 (RFK SMTCY6000-M 1BRN 3-5/8)
  - 92911004 (RFK SMTCY6000-M 1BGE 3-5/8)
  - Souffle Cup Rack w/ Hinged Grid
  - 92911002 (RFK SMTCY6000-S HL RMKN BRN)
  - 25 Compartment Full Size Cup Rack
  - 92941000 (RFK SMTCY4020-S3 20TT 4)

**Glass Racks**
- 49 Compartment
  - 92931009 (RFK SMTCY6349-O 49TT 4-3/8)
  - 36 Compartment
  - 92911005 (RFK SMTCY6316-SH 36 5TT)
- 25 Compartment
  - 92911000 (RFK SMTCY6315 25TT 4-3/8)
  - 92911001 (RFK SMTCY6315-S 25TT 4-3/8)
  - 92921012 (RFK SMTCY6325-S1 25TTT7-5/16)
  - 92921013 (RFK SMTCY6325-S2 25TT 8-3/4)
  - 92921014 (RFK SMTCY6325-SH 25TT 6-1/2)
  - 92921018 (RFK SMTCY6325-SIH 25TTT15-16)
  - 92921019 (RFK SMTCY6325-S2H 25TT9-7/16)
- 16 Compartment
  - 92921015 (RFK SMTCY6324-SIH 16TT 7-15/16)
  - 92921016 (RFK SMTCY6324-S2H 16TT9-5/8)
  - 92921017 (RFK SMTCY6324-SH 16TT 6-1/2)
- 9 Compartment
  - 92931008 (RFK SMTCY6309-S 9STT 5-7/8)

**Glass Racks**
- 49 Compartment
  - 92931009 (RFK SMTCY6349-O 49TT 4-3/8)
  - 36 Compartment
  - 92911005 (RFK SMTCY6316-SH 36 5TT)

**CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE**

- Optional Custom Text (2 Sides of Rack)
- SMARTCYCLE Logo (2 Sides of Rack)

For Pricing and Configuration Call Customer Service: **1 800 35 CLEAN**